ABsTrAcT: alexander andrason. The Meaning of the naata + Infinitive Construction in Basse Mandinka. lingua posnaniensis, vol. lIV (1)/2012. the poznań Society for the advancement of the arts and Sciences. pl purpose: the present paper aims at providing a detailed description of values and uses offered by the NAATA form - an analytic Mandinka construction formed by means of the auxiliary naa 'come', employed itself in the so-called 'TA tense', and the infinitive of the main "meaning" verb. In that manner, we intend to rectify an important lacuna in grammatical studies of the Mandinka language which have almost entirely ignored the issue of the NAATA locution.
Conclusion: the author demonstrates that the values displayed by the construction (with an exception of the modal senses) can be connected and a definition, which exceeds a simple inventory of uses, may be provided if one views the locution from a dynamic evolutionary perspective, i.e. as a manifestation of one of the developmental scenarios governing the grammatical evolution of original resultative constructions, namely as a realization of the anterior path. Furthermore, the modal senses of the NAATA form may be related to the anterior trajectory (and to its meanings-stages) if we make use of the evidential path, an evolutionary possibility which links the grammatical life of resultatives with determined modal domains. this latter proposition, however, needs a more profound analysis and will constitute one of the research activities, conducted by the author in the future.
alexander andrason, university of Stellenbosch, private Bag X1, 7602 Matieland, South africa; university of Iceland, v/ Suðurgötu, 101 Reykjavík, Iceland, aleksand@hi.is lp liV (1) alexander andrason 1. IntRoDuCtIon the present paper aims at providing a detailed description of values and uses offered by an analytic Mandinka 1 construction formed by means of the auxiliary naa 'come' - employed itself in the so-called 'TA tense' (sometimes referred to as a completive-perfective aspect or past tense; see MAcBrAir 1842: 16; rowlAnds 1959; GAMBle 1987: 17; colley 1995: 15; creissels 2008: 77; 2010a: 3; 2010b : 3 and 2007 and AndrAson 2011c 2 - and the infinitive of the main "meaning" verb (cf. example 1 below; henceforth the expression will be labeled 'NAATA gram'). Despite the fact that the formation is commonly used both in colloquial-discursive situations and in narrative (written or recited) texts, most scholars paid no attention to it in their studies of the Mandinka verbal system. De facto, the locution has almost entirely been overlooked or marginalized in - yet highly valuable - grammars, teaching manuals and scientific articles available thus far (e.g., MAcBrAir 1842; rowlAnds 1959; creissels 1983; GAMBle 1987; colley 1995; Mandinka Learning Manual 2002; drAMé 2003 etc.) . this article rectifies this deficiency in the grammatical description of the Mandinka language and offers a comprehensive analysis of the semantics of the NAATA gram.
one shall acknowledge that our evidence - and hence conclusion reached in the last part of the article - makes reference to a Mandinka variety spoken in the eastern part of gambia, 1 Mandinka - an idiom widely spoken in gambia, Senegal and guinea Bissau - is usually classified as the westernmost variant of the Manding cluster (wilson 2000: 109) which, in turn, forms a part of the western branch of the Mande family (kAsTenholZ 1996: 281; Vydrine et al. 2000; williAMson & Blench 2000) . Manding, itself, consists of several regional varieties such as, aside from Mandinka, Bambara, Malinké or jaahanka. the total number of speakers of Mandinka amounts to 1,346,000 of whom 510,000 reside in gambia (the presented numbers are based on data gathered in 2006; cf. lewis 2009).
2 the TA gram is formed by adding the suffix -ta to the verb, as in our case: naa 'to come' > naata 'has (have) come/came'. the TA formation displays a broad range of uses. It approximates the categories of present perfect, past (perfective, simple and durative), pluperfect, future perfect (exclusively in certain subordinated clauses), stative and present (for a complete review of meanings conveyed by the TA expression see AndrAson 2011c).
3 the NAATA construction should be clearly distinguished from a literal periphrasis composed by the verb naa 'come' in the TA form (i.e. naata) and an infinitive with a postposition la, alternatively analyzed as an infinitive marker:
a. n naata bukoo safee la i come-ta book write to I came to write the book b. fo i naata le ka ǹ kasaara baŋ? whether you come-ta emph to us destroy QueS Did you come in order to destroy us? It should be noted that in the above example, the word baŋ stands for a question particle and is glossed QueS. namely in the capital of the upper River Region, Basse, and in neighboring villages (Manne kunda, Bassending, Mansajang and kaba kama). this variation will henceforth be labeled as Basse Mandinka in order to differentiate it from 'Standard Mandinka' - a uniform normalized version of Mandinka employed in gambia in dictionaries, 6 grammar manuals, 7 religious Christian and Islamic literature 8 as well as in television or the Internet. the vernacular used in Basse - even though highly similar to that literary "norm" - shows certain discrepancies. For instance, the voiced velar stop [g] - missing in the standardized language - functions as a genuine phoneme in Basse Mandinka (e.g. gaadiinoo or Gambiya instead of the standard forms kaadiinoo 'garden' and Kambiya 'gambia'). likewise, in Basse Mandinka possessive or pronominal constructions may be derived not only by means of the postposition la (a typical technique in the normalized language: Laamini la bukoo 'lamin's book') but also by employing the morpheme ye (Laamini ye bukoo 'lamin's book'; for a complete analysis of differences between Basse Mandinka and Standard Mandinka, see AndrAson 2012b: 9-10).
9
all the examples offered in the present article were collected in the Basse district in 2010 and 2011 during an extensive research project dedicated to work on the grammar of Basse Mandinka (cf. AndrAson 2012b). these linguistic illustrations have been provided by the following ten native Mandinka speakers, residents of Basse or the four - previously mentioned - neighboring villages:
10 keba Suso (13 years old, primary school student, Bassending), Malick Suso (18, high school student, Bassending), Musa Yaffuneh (24, watchman, Basse), lamin Manneh (25, university student, Manneh kunda), Mamanding Sanyang (27, nurse assistant, Basse), Musa Sanneh (29, driver, kaba kama), Baba kamara (30, teacher, Mansajang), Saikou Drammeh (44, nurse, Basse - originally from Serekunda but living in Basse for ten years), kumba jallow (56, cook, Mansajang) and Mariama Mendi (32, nurse, Mansajang - originally from Fulla Bantang).
11
Finally, it should be noted that our examples are threefold: some were spontaneously formulated by speakers; others were pronounced under the request of the author (the informant was asked to translate a certain proposition or to express determined meaning); finally, a number of examples was motivated by written Christian and Muslim texts (the person was asked to pronounce a given sentence and, if needed, reformulate and comment on it).
6 for instance, Mandinka English Dictionary (1988) and (1995 9 Despite a number of distinctive traits, it may not be accurate to consider the Basse variety a dialect of Standard Mandinka: the differences are mostly phonetic and lexical. on the other hand, it is obvious that the classification of a given linguistic organization as a dialect - or as a language - is not solely a linguistic issue, but rather is conditioned by several political, sociological and economic factors. Furthermore, it should be observed that some of the mentioned dissimilarities are not restricted to the Basse area but, quite the reverse, can be found in other parts of gambia.
10 the list has been arranged following the age of the informants introducing also the information concerning their occupation and residence place. 
eVIDenCe
In the present section we will design a meticulous map of the entire semantic content of the NAATA formation. this means that all specific and individual temporal, taxis, aspectual and modal meanings 12 - as well as some textual properties - displayed by the form will be presented and illustrated by instructive examples, provided by the above-mentioned informants.
13
the NAATA formation offers various values which cover the semantic domain that usually characterizes the category of present perfects or present anteriors. For instance, approximating a resultative present perfect of current relevance, the gram expresses previous - already completed - actions whose accomplishment affects the present state of affairs. put differently, certain effects of a formerly performed activity are currently available, determining the condition of the subject and his or her reality. nevertheless, it must be emphasized that the reading of the NAATA form in these cases is invariably dynamic and the prominence is given to the prior action while the resulting state is merely suggested.
(2a)
Ì naata kendeyaa they come-ta be.well they have been cured (and they are well now) (2b) a naata faa he come-ta die he has died (and he is dead now) (2c)
Saayiŋ n naata muru karambuŋ to kotenke now i come-ta return school to again now I have returned to school (and I am at school, i.e. I am a student)
12
It shall be noted that the partition of the total meaning of the NAATA gram into atomic senses is not arbitrary. the labels that are employed in the "decomposition" of the overall polysemy of the gram into more basic values follow three main principles. First, our categories respect the terminology commonly used in grammatical descriptions of african languages (cf. nurse wAlTke & o'connor 1990) and in studies dedicated to general linguistics (cf. ByBee et al. 1994 and hAspelMATh et al. 2001) . Second, in certain languages, our labels correspond to realist and independent categories - they typologically exist. and third, these specific categories sometimes have a practical application. namely, they enable linguists to establish an exact range of correspondence between constructions whose semantic potential, although similar, is not identical. For example, the category of an inclusive and hodiernal (and, in certain case, hesternal) definite past gives us a possibility to determine the precise difference in meaning between the english and Spanish present perfects (ByBee et al. 1994: 98) . In english, the present perfect gram (I have done) usually fails to appear with the sense of a definite hodiernal-hesternal past, while in Spanish a typologically equivalent formation (he hecho) does not provide the value of an inclusive perfect. the remaining perfect uses (resultative, experiential, iterative and indefinite) are conveyed by the english and Spanish form.
13
In order to demonstrate that the NAATA construction provides a given sense, we will construct a context where this value is activated. thus, when we state that the NAATA form functions as a present perfect, past perfect, future perfect or past, we mean that it is compatible with an environment where such nuances are made evident and palpable. Consequently, in our categorizations, the labels such as 'present perfect', 'past perfect', 'future perfect' etc. make reference to semantic domains. Inversely, they do not imply that the formation is an invariant present perfect, past perfect or future perfect grammatical category. this technique of decomposition of the total meaning into atomic senses harmonizes with a principle of cognitive linguistics whereby the overall meaning of a gram - its entire polysemy - constitutes a context induced phenomenon (see above in this section; cf. likewise dAhl 2000: 6-7, 14; crofT & cruse 2004: 258; eVAns & Green 2006: 352-353, 368 and nikiforidou 2009: 16-17) .
the formation may also appear with the force of an experiential present perfect, indicating that a given activity forms a part of the subject's experience, having occurred at least once during his or her life time. In such cases, the value of current relevance remains palpable while the properly resultative meaning fails to be present: the locution can also function as an indefinite perfect or, employing an alternative label, indefinite past. In that case, the gram expresses events that unquestionably belong to the past time sphere, without overly specifying their temporal position, for instance by means of adverbs or adverbial locutions (e.g., yesterday, last week, a week ago etc.).
(6) n taata Basse aniŋ n naata kewo ñiŋ faa i went Basse and i come-ta man this kill I went to Basse and I killed the man Besides that the NAATA form appears in various typically perfect functions, the construction is likewise commonly employed as a definite past tense. In that case, the past moment is specified by means of certain adverbs and adverbial locutions or it is inferred from to a general context, being, for instance, a part of a narrative flow of events. as for the temporal distance from the speaker or narrator's here-and-now, it may range from recent (e.g., immediate, hodiernal and hesternal; cf. 7a) to general (e.g., during a person's life; cf. 7b and 7c) and remote (e.g., ancient or legendary past; cf. 7d and 7e). this means that the NAATA gram may introduce activities which refer to any temporal point in the past, either nearby or distant. In addition to its rather regular use in discourse and dialogues (cf. examples 2-6), as a past tense, the gram is also abundantly found in narrative - both written and recited - passages. In these instances, it may act as a narrative form of foreground introducing events of the narrative backbone. this use may be illustrated by the following examples extracted from the Mandinka Bible and subsequently recited by native speakers: (1) 13 (8c) a naata yehohasi samba misira, bituŋ a faata jee he come-ta Jehoahaz take egypt, and.then he died there jehoahaz was taken to egypt, and he died there
In such narrative uses, the gram is commonly preceded by the particle bituŋ '(and) in certain cases, the NAATA formation - employed in the past perfective function - is equivalent to the ta construction, derived from punctual telic verbs. this means that in the following examples, the slots naata faa or naata taa and the forms faata or taata display the identical perfective force 'he died' and 'he went', respectively: this perfective -either completive-terminative or ingressive -value may clearly be observed if we compare the NAATA formation with the use of an analogous verb (with the exception of telic verbs in determined contexts, cf. the previous paragraph) in the TA or YE 20 grams. these constructions -besides appearing with a perfective force -may also act as simple preterites or even, when derived from some roots, as durative past tenses (cf. AndrAson 2011c and 2012c). on the contrary, the value of the NAATA periphrasis is most commonly perfective. this can be illustrated by the following examples where the verbs kuuraŋ or saasaa 'be sick' and koyi 'be white, clear' appear in the NAATA gram and in the TA construction. while in the former case, the significance is clearly perfective (ingressive 'get'), in the latter, two readings are equally possible: one perfective (analogous to the previous case) and the other - very frequent and, in fact, dominant - stative or durative: the dynamic perfective sense - as contrasted with the motionless stative value - may be observed in the following use of the verb a loŋ 'to know'. In the YE formation, this root most commonly conveys the stative meaning of knowing (a ye a loŋ 'he knows' or 'he knew'). however, when employed in the NAATA gram, the value of the entire locution corresponds either to a dynamic perfect or to a perfective past, offering a strong ingressive sense 'get to know, understand, realize'. all of this clearly demonstrates that the NAATA formation is invariably dynamic in contrast to common static readings offered by certain roots in the TA and YE grams.
nevertheless, in some radically less common cases and certainly due to the lexical value offered by a specific verbal root, the sense of the NAATA form may approximate the category of a simple past: the event is portrayed in its entirety (as in the case of the perfective aspect), but punctual (either terminative or ingressive) sense is significantly less patent:
feetoo juuraloo naata ke Basse to last.year feast celebration come-ta occur Basse at a celebration was held in Basse last year (i.e.: people celebrated a feast) (16b) Moolu naata lafi ŋa ì maakoyi kaŋo ñiŋ to people come-ta want I.should them help language this in people wanted that I would help them in this language (i.e.: people wanted me to help them)
In addition to the values introduced thus far - which roughly correspond to determined uses of the TA and YE grams (cf. AndrAson 2011c and 2012c) - the NAATA formation provides certain "modal" nuances.
22 It indicates, especially in discourse, that a given perfect or past action has occurred spontaneously and accidentally, or due to the fact that the subject has changed his or her original intention:
(17a) n naata naa i come-ta come It happened that I came (first, I was not going to come, but I came) (17b) n naata a ke i come-ta it do It happened that I did it (first, I was not going to do it, but I did it) 22 we employ the term 'modal' since, by using the construction, the speaker expresses his or her attitude toward the activity conveyed by the main "meaning" verb. we are, however, aware of the fact that the gram is not a grammatical mood sensu stricto.
lp liV (1) alexander andrason however, one may not ignore the fact that the NAATA form also expresses the concepts of non-intentionality, accidentality and spontaneity of perfect or past activities. Such modally tinted values are not posited by the anterior path model. however linguistic typology does conceive an evolutionary possibility (referred to as 'evidential track') which links the grammatical life of original resultatives with determined modal domains. In accordance with this cline, resultatives develop into evidential grams following three subsequent stages: a) inferential based upon resulting visible traces; b) inferential based upon general assumption and hearsay; and c) broad non-first hand evidential (cf. lindsTedT 2000; JohAnson 2000 and 2003; AikhenVAld 2004: 112-117, 279-281, and AndrAson 2010) . nevertheless, the connection between the evidential value and the sense of non-intentionality, accidentality and spontaneity is far from being straightforward, and needs further studies. the attempt to explain this relation - and thus to connect the modal meaning of the NAATA gram to its source, i.e. to a resultative expression built on the verb naa 'come' - will constitute one of the future research activities conducted by the author. 
